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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME
Complement your Belgravia bath and basin brassware with matching exposed shower valves.

ADDED FLEXIBILITY

HANDSET HOLDERS

Enjoy the freedom of a moveable shower head with 
our three popular handset holder styles. Whether you 
choose a handset on rigid rail, wall mounted handset 
or traditional cradle handset holder - each elegant 
design offers added flexibility in the bathroom.

DESIGN TO SUIT YOU

SHOWER HEAD OPTIONS

Choose from the standard 8” fixed head, a 12” luxury fixed head or 8” fixed head with rub clean nozzles,  
each option fits the luxury 35mm diameter rigid rail adding a stylish statement to bathrooms.

Standard - 8” fixed head Optional - 12” luxury fixed head Optional - 8” fixed head with rub clean nozzles
see page 221

Cradle handset holder

Wall mounted handset

Handset on rigid rail
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

Thermostatic shower valve with 8" fixed head
BEL_SHOWER   £895.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Wall bracket  
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_SHOWER_12   £995.00
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

Thermostatic shower valve with 8" fixed head
BEL_BRACKET   £1095.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, 1.5M hose and Wall Station 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_BRACKET_12   £1195.00

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head
BEL_SLIDER   £1125.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, riser bracket and 1.5M hose 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_SLIDER_12   £1225.00

VERSATILE DESIGN

COMBINED OPTIONS 
GREAT FOR FAMILIES

Combining a fixed head shower with a 
handset is a great option for families as 
handset options can be adjusted to lower 
heights for children, whilst remaining on the 
riser. When removed, the added versatility is 
great for washing children’s hair and cleaning 
the bath or enclosure. 
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY 

Create the perfect showering experience with a 
luxury 35mm diameter rail that not only adds 
superior styling but also improves water flow.
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head
BEL_CRADLE   £1125.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, wall cradle and 1.5M hose 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_CRADLE_12   £1225.00
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

Shown with optional 12” luxury fixed head

INDULGE IN LUXURY 
HOTEL STYLE
Add a touch of hotel luxury to bathrooms by upgrading to a 
12” fixed head, the ultimate style statement for homes.
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROME

Thermostatic bath shower mixer with fixed head 
BEL_BSM   £1055.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Wall bracket 
LP. Bath Spout 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 1200mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
BEL_BSM_12   £1155.00

DESIGN YOUR  
SHOWERING SET-UP

CROSSWATER 
CLASSIC SHOWER 
SOLUTIONS

Our ingenious exposed valve collection 
means you can design your own showering 
set up. Choose from relaxing rainfall or a 
directional hand shower, where each valve is 
engineered from solid brass precision 
machined in a single process before being 
polished, plated and hand-assembled, tested 
and calibrated. 
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES CHROMEPrices are inclusive of VAT.  

STATEMENT SOLUTION

The elegant design of the Belgravia white glazed 
ceramic temperature indices and knob show what 
temperature has been set, in a classy design to 
complement modern and traditional interiors.
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THE ALL-IN-ONE COMPACT SHOWERING EXPERIENCE

BELGRAVIA COMPACT
Add a touch of hotel luxury to bathrooms with the elegantly designed Belgravia collection. Traditional  
white glazed ceramic temperature indices and knobs complement both classic and modern interiors,  
whilst introducing a stylish statement to bathrooms. The versatile design allows extra flexibility in the  
bathroom, creating a showerhead that is as stylish as it is practical.

FEATURES
 
 
Fail-safe thermostatic control, maintaining selected 
temperature to within +/- 1.5°C

Water pressure: 1bar minimum

Smooth height adjustable directional hand set

Ceramic disc control for smoother operation

Quick transfer of water from hand set to overhead 
shower

Automatic safety shutdown should the hot or cold 
water supply fail

Flow control with integral diverter

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

COMPACT DESIGN

STILL BIG ON STYLE 
AND FUNCTION

Not every bathroom has the space for a big 
showering area.  Although standard pipe centres 
fix the overall width of the exposed valves, our 
compact designs have been designed to save 
space where it might be needed.  The BEL_MINI 
and BEL_MULTI are 147mm projection or 22mm 
smaller than the luxury Belgravia version, offering 
a surprising amount of extra room in the 
shower.  The height of the riser can also be 
reduced to suit site limitations.
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EASY CLEAN

SUPERIOR DESIGN  
& FUNCTION

Belgravia’s 8” fixed shower head option comes 
complete with rub clean nozzles in order to create a 
bathroom with exceptional style, quality and function.  
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

Thermostatic shower valve with fixed head
BEL_MINI   £759.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” shower head 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure: LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to Easy Clean head version
BEL_MINI_EC   £779.00
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BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

Thermostatic shower valve with fixed head 
& soap dish
BEL_MINI_SD   £799.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
Height adjustable soap basket 
8” shower head 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure: LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

Thermostatic shower valve with fixed head 
& shower handset
BEL_MULTI    £1099.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Riser mounted handset diverter 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
Height adjustable handset and cradle 
Shower hose 
8” shower head 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to Easy Clean head version
BEL_MULTI_EC   £1199.00
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BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA COMPACT EXPOSED VALVES

Thermostatic compact shower valve with fixed head, 
shower handset & soap dish
BEL_MULTI_SD   £1139.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Riser mounted handset diverter 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
Height adjustable handset and cradle 
Shower hose 
8” shower head 
Height adjustable soap basket 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA NICKEL

Introducing our latest innovative brassware range, the Belgravia 
Nickel collection has a sophisticated smooth finish that offers a 
designer element to traditional bathroom schemes. Perfect for adding 

an elegant finishing touch to bathrooms, Nickel evokes a dramatic 
style against Belgravia’s white glazed ceramic temperature indices, 
whilst displaying ultimate form and function.

THE BELGRAVIA
NICKEL COLLECTION
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BELGRAVIA NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA NICKEL
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BELGRAVIA NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA NICKEL
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NICKEL VS CHROME FINISH

A CLASSIC LOOK FOR 
THE BATHROOM

Crosswater’s products are outstanding examples of design excellence, 
combined with cutting-edge precision engineering and the very latest 
water delivery technology. Offering an unsurpassed depth of choice, 
Nickel is the latest introduction to Crosswater’s product range, with a 
silky smooth and reflective finish that is perfect for introducing a hint of 
pure indulgence to homes.

BELGRAVIA NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA NICKEL

Belgravia Crosshead Nickel

Nickel finish

Belgravia Lever Nickel

Chrome finish

TAP HEAD CHOICE 

SOPHISTICATED FINISHING TOUCH

Two feminine designs are available to choose from for a sophisticated finishing touch.
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BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL
Graceful characteristics exude opulent splendour with delicate details.
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Basin monobloc
HG110DPN  £225.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP 

A: 117mm   B: 122mm

Highneck basin monobloc
HG112DPN  £225.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP 

A: 190mm   B: 127mm

Bidet monobloc
HG210DPN  £225.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP 

A: 116mm   B: 126mm

Tall basin monobloc
HG118DNN  £285.00

Water pressure: LP 

A: 363mm   B: 128mm

Wall stop taps
HG350WN  £255.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

Basin 3 hole set
HG131WNN  £335.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP 

B: 141mm 

Basin 3 hole set
HG130DPN  £335.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP 

A: 130mm   B: 115mm

BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL
Graceful characteristics exude opulent splendour with delicate details.

Basin 3 hole set
HG135DPN  £335.00

With pop-up waste

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP 

A: 227mm   B: 128mm
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Bath pillar taps
HG340DN  £175.00

Pair

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 157mm   B: 90mm

Bath spout
HG0370WN  £95.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP 

B: 176mm

Wall stop taps
HG350WN  £255.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Bath spout
HG0370WN  £95.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP 

B: 176mm

BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL

Long nose basin taps
HG140DNN  £165.00

With no pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP 

A: 148mm   B: 125mm

Cloakroom basin taps
HG150DNN  £155.00

With no pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP 

A: 148mm   B: 90mm
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Bath 3 hole set
HG330DN  £385.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 256mm   B: 166mm

Bath 4 hole set with kit
HG440DN  £555.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 254mm   B: 166mm

BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL

Shower handset, wall outlet and hose
HG964N  £169.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Bath filler
HG322DN  £385.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 205mm   B: 165mm

Bath legs
HG002FN  £285.00

Floor standing

Bath shower mixer with kit
HG422DN  £555.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1 

A: 400mm   B: 165mm

Bath legs
HG002FN  £285.00

Floor standing
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL

Bath shower mixer with kit
HG422DN  £555.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 400mm   B: 165mm

Bath filler
HG322DN  £385.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 205mm   B: 165mm

Bath filler
HG322DN  £385.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 205mm   B: 165mm

Wall unions
HG004WN  £125.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Bath shower mixer with kit
HG422DN  £555.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 400mm   B: 165mm

Wall unions
HG004WN  £125.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP
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CROSSWATER  
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

COORDINATING 
SHOWERHEADS

Bring together the entire scheme and opt for a 
coordinating showerhead. Please refer to page 
220 for product selection.

BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD NICKEL

CROSSWATER
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

COORDINATING 
SHOWER VALVES

Complement your bath and basin brassware with 
matching shower valves.  
Please refer to page 198 for product selection.
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BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL
A classically enduring stature that features exquisite traditional detail. 
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Basin monobloc
HG110DPN_LV  £245.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 158mm   B: 122mm

Highneck basin monobloc
HG112DPN_LV  £245.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 190mm   B: 123mm

Bidet monobloc
HG210DPN_LV  £245.00

With pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 158mm   B: 126mm

BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL
A classically enduring stature that features exquisite traditional detail. 

Basin 3 hole set
HG130DPN_LV  £345.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 130mm   B: 115mm

Basin 3 hole set
HG135DPN_LV  £345.00

With pop-up waste

Deck mounted

Water pressure: LP

A: 227mm   B: 128mm

Tall basin monobloc
HG118DNN_LV  £295.00

Water pressure: LP 

A: 363mm   B: 128mm

Wall stop taps
HG350WN_LV  £265.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Basin 3 hole set
HG131WNN_LV  £345.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 141mm
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Bath 3 hole set
HG330DN_LV  £395.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 256mm   B: 166mm

Bath 4 hole set with kit
HG440DN_LV  £565.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 254mm   B: 166mm

BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL

Long nose basin taps
HG140DNN_LV  £175.00

With no pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 150mm   B: 125mm

Cloakroom basin taps
HG150DNN_LV  £165.00

With no pop-up waste

Water pressure: LP

A: 151mm   B: 90mm

Bath pillar taps
HG340DN_LV  £185.00

Pair

Water pressure: HP1

A: 159mm   B: 90mm
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Bath spout
HG0370WN  £95.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 176mm

Wall stop taps
HG350WN_LV  £265.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: HP1

Bath spout
HG0370WN  £95.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

B: 176mm

BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL

Bath filler
HG322DN_LV  £395.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 256mm   B: 165mm

Bath legs
HG002FN  £285.00

Floor standing

Bath shower mixer with kit
HG422DN_LV  £565.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 400mm   B: 165mm

Bath legs
HG002FN  £285.00

Floor standing

Shower handset, wall outlet and hose
HG964N £169.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL

Bath shower mixer with kit
HG422DN_LV  £565.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 400mm   B: 165mm

Bath filler
HG322DN_LV  £395.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 256mm   B: 165mm

Bath filler
HG322DN_LV  £395.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 256mm   B: 165mm

Wall unions
HG004WN  £125.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Bath shower mixer with kit
HG422DN_LV  £565.00

Deck mounted

Water pressure: HP1

A: 400mm   B: 165mm

Wall unions
HG004WN  £125.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP
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BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA LEVER NICKEL
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BELGRAVIA RECESSED VALVES NICKEL
Complement your Belgravia bath and basin brassware with matching shower valves.

Crosshead

1000 & 1500  
THERMOSTATIC VALVES

1501 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

Thermostatic shower valve 
Crosshead HG1000RN £545.00 
Lever HG1000RN_LV £545.00

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: LP

See pages 272-277 for operation
 
 
Thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter  
Crosshead HG1500RN £645.00 
Lever HG1500RN_LV £645.00

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: HP1

See pages 272-277 for operation

Thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter  
Crosshead HG1501RN £645.00

Landscape

Recessed

Water pressure: HP1

See pages 272-277 for operation

Lever
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2500 DIVERTER VALVE

For more information on the functionality of this valve 
see page 165

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA  RECESSED VALVES NICKEL

BELGRAVIA RECESSED VALVES NICKEL
Complement your Belgravia bath and basin brassware with matching shower valves.

Thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter 
Crosshead HG2001RN £645.00

Landscape

Recessed

Water pressure: LP

See pages 272-277 for operation
 
Thermostatic shower valve with 3 way diverter 
Crosshead HG3001RN £795.00

Landscape

Recessed

Water pressure: HP3

See pages 272-277 for operation

Thermostatic shower valve with 3 way diverter  
Crosshead HG2500RN £695.00

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: HP1

See pages 272-277 for operation

Thermostatic shower valve with 2 way diverter 
Crosshead HG2000RN £645.00 
Lever HG2000RN_LV £645.00

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: LP

See pages 272-277 for operation
 
 
Thermostatic shower valve with 3 way diverter  
Crosshead HG3000RN £795.00 
Lever HG3000RN_LV £795.00

Portrait

Recessed

Water pressure: HP3

See pages 272-277 for operation

Crosshead Lever

2000 & 3000 THERMOSTATIC VALVES

2001 & 3001 THERMOSTATIC VALVES
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL
Complement your Belgravia bath and basin brassware with matching exposed shower valves.

OUTLET OPTIONS

The traditional style of the Belgravia exposed 
valve collection offers the option of a single or 
two outlet valve. Alongside an advanced 
thermostatic Vernet Cartidge, the clever 
addition of a second outlet and smooth 
diverter in the bottom of the valve brings 
together function and superior style.
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL
Complement your Belgravia bath and basin brassware with matching exposed shower valves.

ADDED FLEXIBILITY

HANDSET HOLDERS

Enjoy the freedom of a moveable shower head with 
our three popular handset holder styles. Whether you 
choose a handset on rigid rail, wall mounted handset 
or traditional cradle handset holder - each elegant 
design offers added flexibility in the bathroom.

DESIGN TO SUIT YOU

SHOWER HEAD OPTIONS

Choose from the standard 8” fixed head, a 12” luxury fixed head or 8” fixed head with rub clean nozzles,  
each option fits the luxury 35mm diameter rigid rail adding a stylish statement to bathrooms.

Standard - 8” fixed head Optional - 12” luxury fixed head Optional - 18” luxury fixed head

Cradle handset holder Wall mounted handset

Handset on rigid rail
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

Thermostatic shower valve with 8" fixed head
HG_SHOWERN   £1155.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Wall bracket  
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
HG_SHOWERN_12  £1255.00
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

Thermostatic shower valve with 8" fixed head
HG_BRACKETN   £1445.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, 1.5M hose and Wall Station 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
HG_BRACKETN_12   £1545.00

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head
HG_SLIDERN   £1475.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, riser bracket and 1.5M hose 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
HG_SLIDERN_12   £1575.00

VERSATILE DESIGN

COMBINED OPTIONS 
GREAT FOR FAMILIES

Combining a fixed head shower with a 
handset is a great option for families as 
handset options can be adjusted to lower 
heights for children, whilst remaining on the 
riser. When removed, the added versatility is 
great for washing children’s hair and cleaning 
the bath or enclosure. 
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY 

Create the perfect showering experience with a 
luxury 35mm diameter rail that not only adds 
superior styling but also improves water flow.
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

Thermostatic shower valve with 8” fixed head
HG_CRADLEN   £1475.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Handset, wall cradle and 1.5M hose 
Wall bracket 
Stop cock/diverter 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 900mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
HG_CRADLEN_12   £1575.00
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BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

Shown with optional 12” luxury fixed head
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKEL

Thermostatic bath shower mixer with fixed head 
HG_BSMN   £1325.00

Comprising 
Single outlet shower valve 
Rigid riser and shower arm 
8” fixed head 
Wall bracket 
LP. Bath Spout 
 
Chrome plated 

Water pressure:  LP

Height of rigid riser 1200mm

Upgrade to 12” fixed head
HG_BSMN_12   £1425.00

DESIGN YOUR  
SHOWERING SET-UP

CROSSWATER 
CLASSIC SHOWER 
SOLUTIONS

Our ingenious exposed valve collection 
means you can design your own showering 
set up. Choose from relaxing rainfall or a 
directional hand shower, where each valve is 
engineered from solid brass precision 
machined in a single process before being 
polished, plated and hand-assembled, tested 
and calibrated. 
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BRASSWARE  BELGRAVIA EXPOSED VALVES NICKELPrices are inclusive of VAT.  
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FOR A FULL RANGE OF BELGRAVIA ACCESSORIES SEE PAGE 316
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SHOWERHEADS 214

SHOWER ARMS 244

SHOWER KITS 246

SHOWER HANDSETS 269

OUTLETS & SHOWER HOSES 269

SHOWER VALVES 270

BATH HANDSETS 296

BODY JETS 298

OVERFLOWS, FILLERS & WASTES 300

DOUCHES 308

SHOWERING
A bathroom should be a place for private retreat to unwind and embark on daily rituals, with nothing 
leaving you feeling as energised as an indulgent showering experience with a warm, refreshing cascade 
of water. Choose from a selection of soothing multi body jet streaming, revitalising overhead rainfall 
showers and directional handsets for pure indulgence and wellbeing. Crosswater has thoughtfully 
considered all requirements from mounted or concealed designs to safe thermostatic valves for single to 
four-outlet luxury.
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SIZE MATTERS

COMPACT OR LARGE

A smaller head diameter enables a more concentrated down 
pouring spray pattern whereas a wider, larger head provides a 
gentle showering experience or for a combination of the two, 
there’s a showerhead options to suit your needs. Featuring 
designs that encompass intelligent water distribution, you can 
tailor you showering preferences to exactly how you want them 
with assuring performance capabilities. Whether you favour a 
powerful and invigorating shower or a moderately refreshing 
experience, sizes span from 200mm to 600mm in diameter 
to ensure there’s a dimension to individually suit you.

SHOWER ARMS

CEILING OR WALL 
MOUNTED?

To help you choose which showerhead 
design to incorporate, consider your 
style aspirations and the best water flow 
to create your desired experience. For 
an authentic overhead shower choose  
a style that’s affixed to the ceiling, or a 
shoulder showerhead that’s elegantly 
wall mounted.

Ceiling mount Wall mount

THE ULTIMATE SHOWERING EXPERIENCE

SHOWERHEADS
If you’ve a penchant for contemporary design or if you lean to the more traditional styles, there’s an array of 
sophisticated styles, sizes and ideas to inspire you. All designs are intuitively designed to ensure you have  
a supreme showering experience every time. We understand showering needs vary and you’ll find  
showerhead sizes range from 150mm to 600mm in diameter. From a deluge of water that pours from 
flawless statement overhead designs to spa styles that refreshingly drench your entire body, create your 
ultimate showering experience.
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A WIDE RANGE OF STYLES

MODERN AND TRADITIONAL 
SHOWERHEAD DESIGNS

The following pages will provide you with the design style, size and effect you 
dream of minimalist ultra-thin, cool classics and retro modern traditional style. 
Choose one of our air infusion models for a richer, softer water spray; the thin 
heads deliver the most even spray imaginable. 

FEATURES

Anti-lime scale function

Wipe clean water nozzles for a perfect spray

Choice of brass, stainless steel and ABS construction

Suitable for all water pressure installations

Adjustable angle

Chrome finish face plates

Swivel ball joint

Air infusion technology (Essence and Elegance)

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8 or 6 litres per minute

Option of ceiling and wall arm installation

15 year guarantee

MULTIPLE WATER FLOW

THE BEST IN LUXURY SHOWERING

Create the ultimate spa like experience, with the luxurious product qualities seen 
across all fixed heads. For statement style, choose from a selection of innovative 
wall mounted heads that feature cascades of reviving water flows, gentle rain 
sprays or even a combination of both.

LED FIXED HEADS

GREATER SHOWERING ENJOYMENT

Seek the benefits of chromotherapy that balances energy and achieves spa wellness 
with the collection of illuminating showerheads, for a revolutionary LED light 
showering experience. The low consumption LED lamps create a truly magnificent 
column of water and light with visually stimulating effect. 

FEATURES

Recessed ceiling installation

Anti-lime scale function

Double waterfall effect

Up to 13 light settings

Low consumption LED lighting

Wipe clean water nozzles for a perfect spray

Solid brass construction

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8 or 6 litres per minute

Option of ceiling and wall arm installation

15 year guarantee
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS
The latest cutting edge styles.

Contour 200mm 
FH614C+  £155.00

Ø200mm

Head thickness: 8mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

200

Contour 300mm 
FH618C+  £260.00

Ø300mm

Head thickness: 8mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

300

Contour 400mm 
FH617C+  £366.00

Ø400mm

Head thickness: 8mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

400
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS
The latest cutting edge styles.

THE FINEST SHOWERHEADS FOR 
THOSE WHO APPRECIATE THEIR 
SHOWERING EXPERIENCE

Prices are inclusive of VAT. 217SHOWERING  FIXED SHOWERHEADS



FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Central 200mm 
FH200SR+  £111.00

Ø200mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP1

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

200

Central 300mm 
FH300SR+  £219.00

Ø300mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP1

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

300

Central 400mm 
FH400SR+  £319.00

Ø400mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP2

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

400
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Central 300mm 
FH300C+  £164.00

Ø300mm

Head thickness: 12mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

300

Central 250mm 
FH250C+  £135.00

Ø250mm

Head thickness: 12mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

250

Central 200mm 
FH200C+  £99.00

Ø200mm

Head thickness: 12mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

200
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Belgravia 150mm 
FH06C Chrome  £105.00

Ø150mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

Belgravia 300mm 
FH12C Chrome  £240.00 
FH12N Nickel  £295.00

Ø300mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

150

Belgravia 200mm 
FH08C Chrome  £140.00 
FH08N Nickel  £175.00 

Ø200mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

200

300
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Belgravia 200mm EASY CLEAN 
FH08C_EC  £165.00

Ø200mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

Belgravia 450mm 
FH18C Chrome  £895.00 
FH18N Nickel  £995.00

Ø450mm

Water pressure: HP2

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

200

Prices are inclusive of VAT. 

EASY CLEAN

SUPERIOR DESIGN  
& FUNCTION

Belgravia’s 8” fixed shower head option comes 
complete with rub clean nozzles in order to create a 
bathroom with exceptional style, quality and function.  
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Zion 200mm 
FH220C  £164.00

w 200 x d 200mm

Head thickness: 8mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

200

Zion 300mm 
FH330C  £270.00

w 300 x d 300mm

Head thickness: 8mm

Water pressure: HP1

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

300

Zion 400mm 
FH440C  £376.00

w 400 x d 400mm

Head thickness: 8mm

Water pressure: HP2

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

400
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Mike Pro 200mm 
PRO200C Chrome  £129.00 
PRO200V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect   £179.00 

Ø200mm

Head thickness: 5.8mm

Water pressure: MP

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately, see page 244

Mike Pro 300mm 
PRO300C Chrome  £169.00 
PRO300V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect   £249.00 

Ø300mm

Head thickness: 5.8mm

Water pressure: MP

Brass

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately, see page 244
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Glide 220mm 
FH220SR+  £164.00

w 220 x d 220mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP1

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

220

Glide 300mm 
FH330SR+  £275.00

w 300 x d 300mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP1

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

300

Glide 400mm 
FH440SR+  £380.00

w 400 x d 400mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP2

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

400
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

DIGITAL SHOWERING

An innovative bathroom feature for the true modernist with 
its minimal, sleek aesthetics, the digital showering 
technology also suits busy family lifestyles and relieves the 
demands of the daily routine at your fingertips.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Glide Rectangle 300mm 
FH320SR+  £175.00

w 300 x d  200mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP1

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

300

Glide Rectangle 400mm 
FH425SR+  £239.00

w 400 x d  250mm

Head thickness: 2mm

Water pressure: HP2

Polished stainless steel

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

400

Essence 
FH321C  £169.00

w 320 x d  210mm

Head thickness: 20mm

Water pressure: HP1

High Density ABS

With integrated air-fusion system

10 year guarantee

 
Shower arm sold separately,  
see page 244

320
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

AN INGENIOUS INJECTION 
OF AIR CREATES THE MOST 
ENJOYABLE SHOWER
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Luxury shower head three mode with arm 
FH611C  £135.00

Ø100mm

Water pressure: HP1

Black face

10 year guarantee

Reflex shower head single mode  with arm 
FH631C  £99.00

Ø66mm

Water pressure: LP

Grey face

10 year guarantee

Reflex shower head four mode with arm 
FH632C  £159.00

Ø66mm

Water pressure: LP

Grey face

10 year guarantee

Reflex shower head four mode with arm 
FH633C  £159.00

Ø66mm

Water pressure: HP1

Grey face

10 year guarantee

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

RECESSED SHOWER VALVES

Produced from solid brass and finished in durable chrome, all of the recessed valves offer the most 
advanced thermostatic shower valves available. Chic and minimal styling, they perfectly complement 
other brassware. Skillfully designed and engineered the valves operate at the set temperature even 
when other taps are in use. Dual control valves effortlessly allow you to operate the temperature and 
flow controls and are suited to British plumbing standards.

Stylish angular shaped fixed heads with adjustable spray patterns and easy to clean nozzles.

Approved to TMV2
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

REVIVE

Rear water flow

Front water flow

An innovative choice with multiple water flow 
channels, Revive is perfect for those in pursuit 
of a flexibly showering experience. Sleek and 
streamlined with delicately rounded edges, 
Revive lets you switch between its waterfall and 
rainfall shower functions, which can also be 
operated simultaneously.

Full water flow

Revive fixed head 
FH2000C  £525.00

w 270 x d 598 x h 370mm 

Head thickness: 36mm

Water pressure: HP2

Brass

Overhead shower with waterfall feature

10 year guarantee

 
To be used in conjunction with  
2000 valve, see page 274.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

INDULGE IN TWO DIFFERENT 
WATER PATTERNS WITH AN 
ENERGISING CASCADE OR 
REFRESHING RAINFALL

Prices are inclusive of VAT. 

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

A 2000 recessed shower valve is 
ideal for the Revive head to allow 
for both central and front water 
flows to function concurrently and 
apart. Use a 2500 valve if you 
require a separate handset,  
see page 274.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

GLIDE
With its high design and pure minimalist 
lines, Glide lends a touch of superior style to 
contemporary bathroom schemes. For the 
ultimate feel good factor, the dramatic and 
revitalising rain shower water flow turns daily 
shower routines into a spa like experience.

Full water flow

Glide Rectangle 500mm 
FH552SR+  £588.00

w 220 x d 500 x h 24mm

Head thickness: 2.5mm

Water pressure: HP2

Polished stainless steel

Wipe clean nozzles

Concealed feed pipe

10 year guarantee
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

THE ULTRA THIN SHOWER 
PANEL PERFECTLY MATCHES 
MODERN BATHROOM 
DESIGNS AND BRINGS YOU 
THE SOFTEST WATER FLOW 
YOU CAN IMAGINE

Prices are inclusive of VAT. 

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

A 1000 recessed shower 
valve is ideal for the Glide 
head. If you require a separate 
handset, choose a 1500 valve, 
see page 272.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

ELITE

Central water flow

Front water flow

Super slim and uber stylish, transform your 
shower with Elite; a superior design offering 
a choice of 3 multifunctional spray settings to 
match a variety of showering needs for the 
ultimate feel-good experience. Each water 
flow channel has its own water supply, which 
means Elite can also conserve water when 
switched to a reduced flow setting. 

Full water flow

Elite fixed head 
FH2000UC  £525.00

w 235 x d 593 x h 165mm

Water pressure: HP2

High density ABS

Overhead shower with waterfall feature

10 year guarantee
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

THIS FABULOUS DESIGN 
IS EQUIPPED WITH AN 
INGENIOUS AIR MIXING 
SYSTEM THAT ENSURES AN 
IMPECCABLY EVEN WATER 
FLOW WITH EVERY SHOWER

Prices are inclusive of VAT. 

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

A 2000 recessed shower 
valve is ideal for the Elite head 
to allow for both central and 
front water flows to function 
concurrently and apart. Use  
a 2500 valve if you require  
a separate handset, see  
page 274.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

DYNAMO
Beautifully rounded and elegantly 
illuminated, the Dynamo shower head 
depicts the ultimate in luxury showering. 
Ambient light rays beam from the 
oversized lustrous dome to create a 
peaceful environment for you to revitalise 
and rejuvenate in for the entire duration of 
your shower. Extraordinarily, Dynamo’s 
LED lighting function is powered by the 
water that flows through it and therefore 
does not consume any electricity, as 
there’s no need for it to be connected to 
the mains.

Dynamo 
DYNAMOSHOWER  £1,199.00

Ø300mm

Water pressure: HP3

White LEDs

Chromed Brass

No mains electrical power required

Supplied with ceiling arm (must only be 
used with one provided)
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

BRING YOUR SENSES 
TO LIFE WITH A 
VISUALLY STUNNING 
AND STIMULATING 
SHOWER EXPERIENCE

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

Designed to perfectly complement 
the range, combine one of the 
stunning shower valves with the 
Dynamo shower head to complete 
the look. Featuring outstanding 
thermostatic technology, feel 
pampered everyday from the 
moment you step in to your high 
style shower.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

RIO REVIVE
Illuminate your shower with a choice 
of green, red or purple lights to 
achieve a spectacular visual effect.

The low consumption LED lamps 
create a truly magnificent column of 
water and light.

PurpleGreen Red

Middle water flow Side water flow

The waterproof remote control 
features a chromotherapy system 
with a choice of seven colours and 
colour rotation. If you’d like to 
position the remote control on the 
wall, a supportive hook is supplied 
to safely house the control. 
Batteries are supplied as standard.

Rio Revive showerhead with lights  
and double waterfall feature* 
FHX610C  £3710.00

w 600 x d 400mm

Water pressure: HP3

Brass

Requires mains power

10 year guarantee

 

Ultra thin, the Rio Revive showerhead 
can be seamlessly recessed into the 
ceiling of your shower area to provide 
the ultimate showering experience. 
Illuminated panels are a winning feature 
that creates a stunning visual effect 
coupled with an additional feel good 
factor offered by chromotherapy.

 
Products with lights requiring mains 
power must be installed by an  
electrical engineer in compliance  
with IEE wiring regulations.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Full water flow

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   *Manufactured to order

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

A 2000 recessed shower 
valve is ideal for the Rio head 
to allow for both central and 
front water flows to function 
concurrently and apart. Use a 
3000 valve if you require a 
separate handset,  
see page 274.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

RIO SPECTRUM
Rio Spectrum is a brand new ultra thin 
showerhead that provides a spectrum of 
stunning colour effects with 96 LED lights, 
programmed by a keypad.

The low consumption LED lamps create a 
column of water and light with a diameter 
of 400mm that operates perfectly with 
3-bar pressure.

Programmable key pad
with 13 individual lighting settings 
w 120 x d 80mm

Rio Spectrum shower head with light 
and ceiling arm* 
FHX740C  £3765.00

Ø400 x h 152mm

Water pressure: HP3

Brass

Requires mains power

10 year guarantee

Products with lights requiring mains 
power must be installed by an  
electrical engineer in compliance  
with IEE wiring regulations.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   *Manufactured to order

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

A 1000 recessed shower 
valve is ideal for the Rio head. 
If you require a separate 
handset, choose a 1500 valve, 
see page 272.
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

RIO
Illuminate your shower with a choice 
of white or blue light to achieve a 
spectacular visual effect.

The low consumption LED lamps 
create a column of water and light with 
a diameter of 240mm that operates 
perfectly with 3-bar pressure.

Products with lights requiring mains power 
must be installed by an electrical engineer in 
compliance with IEE wiring regulations.

Rio White circular* 
FHX720C  £1670.00

Ø240mm

Water pressure: HP3

Brass

Requires mains power

10 year guarantee

Supplied with ceiling arm

Rio Blue reflect circular* 
FHX722C  £1670.00

Ø240mm

Water pressure: HP3

Brass

Requires mains power

10 year guarantee

Supplied with ceiling arm
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FIXED SHOWERHEADS

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   *Manufactured to order

CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

SHOWER  
VALVES

A 1000 recessed shower 
valve is ideal for the Rio head. 
If you require a separate 
handset, choose a 1500 valve, 
see page 272.
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Shower arm 330mm
FH684C Chrome  £65.00 
FH684N Nickel  £85.00
PRO684V Brushed Stainless Steel Effect  £99.00

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Shower arm 330mm
FH688C  £85.00

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Straight shower arm 310mm
FH686C  £65.00

Brass plated chrome with wall cover

Suitable for all Crosswater fixed heads

Rex ceiling shower arm 200mm
FH685C Chrome  £95.00 
FH685N Nickel  £125.00

Three extendable length options: 
80, 120 & 200mm

Mike Pro ceiling shower arm 198mm
PRO689C Chrome  £59.00 
PRO689V  Brushed Stainless Steel Effect  £99.00

CAN EXTEND 
TO 200mm

CHIC AND VERSATILE WITH ELEGANT STYLING

SHOWER ARMS
There’s a wide selection of designs to accommodate your space and style aspirations. Installing into the 
ceiling will allow for you to choose a larger head for an authentic style statement, or choose a shoulder 
showerhead that’s elegantly wall mounted.

Ceiling mount Wall mount
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CEILING MOUNTED SHOWER 
ARMS TRANSFORM THE LOOK 
OF YOUR SHOWER
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MULTIFUNCTION WATER FLOW

INTENSE DRENCHING OR RAIN FALL?

As the most extensive shower range available, browse some of the smartest designs 
to hand. Practical and thoughtful features have been incorporated for everyday use 
in all types of bathrooms, from a dedicated wetroom to fitting over a bath. 

The collection offers a wide choice of dimensions without compromising on 
performance to create an enhanced showering experience everyday. User 
friendliness consistently features across the versatile range that offers standard 
single to luxury multifunctional sprays.

Massage mode Invigorate mode Wash mode

FEATURES
 
Detachable shower head

Smooth height adjustment

Durable shower hose

Chrome finish rail and hand sets

Handsets work with as little as 0.1 bar water pressure (LP)

15 year guarantee

Dual function handsets on many models

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower  
output to 8 or 6 litres per minute

All of our shower kits can be easily installed with all Crosswater recessed or exposed shower valves.

IDEAL FOR
IDEAL FOR FAMILY BATHROOMS 
WITH MULTIPLE USERS DUE TO THEIR 
FLEXIBLE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT 
FEATURE AND WATER FLOW OPTIONS

COMBINING THE ESSENCE OF ALLURING STYLE WITH ERGONOMIC DESIGN

SHOWER KITS
The high performance shower kits are a simple and effective option for installing a premium  
showerhead in any shower or bath. Cleverly designed, they also include a versatile riser rail.
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CROSSWATER 
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

ADJUSTABLE  
HEIGHT

Ideal for families where there are 
variances in height, the riser kits 
adjust the showerhead to individual 
heights and angles. The riser is 
friction free so it can effortlessly 
glide vertically for anyone that 
regularly uses the shower. A 
stunning bathroom feature, the 
shiny chrome finish is also simple  
to clean and maintain.
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SINGLE SPRAY PATTERN

Zeya 
SK817C  £145.00

Slide up and down

Rail height 1000mm

1500mm hose

Chrome faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators 
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: LP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns

Central 
SK985C  £95.00

Slide up and down, twist and lock

Rail height 900mm

1500mm hose

Chrome faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators  
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: LP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns

Design Round 
SK980C  £99.00

Slide up and down, twist and lock

Rail height 900mm

1500mm hose

Chrome faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators 
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: LP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns

Intense 
SK818C  £175.00

Slide up and down, twist and lock

Rail height 900mm

1500mm hose

Chrome faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators  
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: LP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns
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SINGLE SPRAY PATTERN

SUPER STYLISH, FEEL 
UPLIFTED WITH A 
SINGLE SPRAY PATTERN

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   To be used in conjunction with wall outlets, ses page 225. 249SHOWERING  SHOWER KITS



MULTI SPRAY PATTERN

Central 
SK984C  £135.00

Slide up and down, twist and lock

Intelligent water distribution

5 function - rain, cascade, massage, 
invigorate and wash

Rail height 900mm

1500mm hose

Grey faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators 
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: MP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns

Invito 
SK826C  £215.00

Slide up and down, twist and lock

Intelligent water distribution

5 function - rain, cascade, massage, 
invigorate and wash

Rail height 900mm

1500mm hose

Grey faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators 
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: MP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns

Design 
SK983C  £135.00

Slide up and down, twist and lock

Intelligent water distribution

5 function - rain, cascade, massage, 
invigorate and wash

Rail height 900mm

1500mm hose

Grey faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators 
to limit shower output to 8 or 6  
litres per minute

Water pressure: MP

 
Wall outlet sold separately,  
see page 269

 
Spray patterns

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

FAMILY SHOWERING

Our shower kits offer the best combination of quality, safety and performance 
that accommodates all of the family. A variety of spray patterns to suit 
individual preferences with simple height adjustment for showerheads, 
means that the entire family enjoys their perfect shower everyday.
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MULTI SPRAY PATTERN

Prices are inclusive of VAT.   To be used in conjunction with wall outlets, ses page 225.

COSMOPOLITAN STYLING, 
UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE
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PREMIUM SHOWER KITS

An exceptional range of premium shower kits with the option to mix 
and match components to create your preferred combination of style, 
pattern and flow. From luxury fixed showerheads to handheld options 
on rigid risers and wallmounted handsets, Crosswater has a vast 

selection of versatile designs to suit all needs. A cut above the rest, this 
desirable collection is available to meet the demands of those with a 
taste for high quality and luxury.

PREMIUM SHOWER KITS
COLLECTION
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PREMIUM SHOWER KITS
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PREMIUM SHOWER KITS

Solo

SK510C  Solo shower rail RRP £105.00
SH610C  Solo shower head with single  RRP £26.00 
 spray pattern HP1 
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  Package Price  £149.00
  PACK CODE SOLO PACKAGE 1

Solo

SK510C  Solo shower rail RRP £105.00
SH615C  Solo shower head with three  RRP £55.00 
 spray patterns HP2  
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  Package Price  £175.00
  PACK CODE SOLO PACKAGE 2
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PREMIUM SHOWER KITS
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Solo

WL963C  Golf wall outlet with handset holder RRP £37.00
SH610C  Solo shower head with single  RRP £26.00 
 spray pattern HP1 
SH974C  Chrome shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £16.00

  Package Price  £80.00
  PACK CODE SOLO PACKAGE 3

Solo

WL963C  Golf wall outlet with handset holder RRP £37.00
SH615C  Solo shower head with three  RRP £55.00 
 spray patterns HP2  
SH974C  Chrome shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £16.00

  Package Price  £105.00
  PACK CODE SOLO PACKAGE 4
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ETHOS
Changing the shape of showering 
pleasure, the Ethos handsets 
introduce the latest shower control 
technology at the touch of a button. 
Forget trying to operate a dial or 
slider with wet hands, Ethos allows 
you to simply press a button and 
comfortably switch between three 
spray modes invigorate, rain or a 
combination of the two.

Choose from a modern handset 
holder with wall outlet (pictured right) 
or opt for the ultimate in shower riser 
rails with the Ethos ‘easy-sliding’ push 
button design (pictured far right). 
The controlled height and angle 
adjustable handset holder is easy for 
the entire family to use and a great 
retro fit for any shower makeover.

Spray pattern 1 Spray pattern 2 Spray pattern 3
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Ethos

SK510C  Solo shower rail RRP £105.00
SH630C  Ethos single mode handset  RRP £30.00 
 with easy clean head HP1 
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  Package Price  £150.00
  PACK CODE  ETHOS PACKAGE 1

Ethos

SK630C  Ethos push button shower shower rail RRP £145.00
SH635C  Ethos 3 mode handset with  RRP £60.00 
 easy clean head HP1  
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  Package Price  £215.00
  PACK CODE  ETHOS PACKAGE 2

PREMIUM SHOWER KITS
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Ethos

WL963C  Golf wall outlet with handset holder RRP £37.00
SH635C  Ethos 3 mode handset with  RRP £60.00 
 easy clean head HP1  
SH974C  Chrome shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £16.00

  Package Price  £110.00
  PACK CODE  ETHOS PACKAGE 4

Ethos

WL963C  Golf wall outlet with handset holder RRP £37.00
SH630C  Ethos single mode handset RRP £30.00 
 with easy clean head HP1 
SH974C  Chrome shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £16.00

  Package Price  £80.00
  PACK CODE  ETHOS PACKAGE 3
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Wisp

SK520C  Wisp shower rail RRP £105.00
SH620C  Wisp shower head with single  RRP £26.00 
 spray pattern LP 
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  Package Price  £149.00
  PACK CODE  WISP PACKAGE 1

Wisp

SK520C  Wisp shower rail RRP £105.00
SH625C  Wisp shower head with three  RRP £55.00 
 spray patterns  
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  LP (SH625C)  Package Price  £175.00
  PACK CODE  WISP PACKAGE 2

  HP (SH605C)  Package Price  £175.00
  PACK CODE  WISP PACKAGE 5
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Wisp

WL963C  Golf wall outlet with handset holder RRP £37.00
SH625C  Wisp shower head with three  RRP £55.00 
 spray patterns  
SH974C  Chrome shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £16.00

  LP (SH625C)  Package Price  £105.00
  PACK CODE  WISP PACKAGE 4

  HP (SH605C)  Package Price  £105.00
  PACK CODE  WISP PACKAGE 6

Wisp

WL963C  Golf wall outlet with handset holder RRP £37.00
SH620C  Wisp shower head with single  RRP £26.00 
 spray pattern LP 
SH974C  Chrome shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £16.00

  Package Price  £75.00
  PACK CODE  WISP PACKAGE 3
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Magnum

SK530C  Magnum shower rail RRP £129.00
SH620C  Wisp shower head with single  RRP £26.00 
 spray pattern LP 
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  Package Price  £170.00
  PACK CODE  MAGNUM PACKAGE 1

Magnum

SK530C  Magnum shower rail RRP £129.00
SH625C  Wisp shower head with three  RRP £55.00 
 spray patterns   
SH774C  Easy clean shower hose 8mm x 1.5m RRP £19.00

  LP (SH625C)  Package Price  £195.00
  PACK CODE  MAGNUM PACKAGE 2

  HP (SH605C)  Package Price  £195.00
  PACK CODE  MAGNUM PACKAGE 3



SHOWER HANDSETS
Handsets are the perfect solution to accommodate a separate handset in the shower. A designer touch,  
choose from the modern slim line designs feature cubist forms or curvaceous lines to complement your  
existing brassware wall outlet in round or square design to match your other bathroom brassware.

SHOWER HOSES
Choose an extendable double interlocking or a smooth finish hose 
in a range of lengths.

Square wall outlet with hose and 
handset bracket 
SK962C  £119.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Square shower handset bracket 
WB962C  £25.00

Wall mounted

Chrome

Designer wall outlet with hose and 
handset bracket 
SK963C Chrome  £119.00 
PRO963C Brushed Stainless Steel 
Effect  £169.00

Wall mounted

Water pressure:  LP

Designer shower handset bracket 
WB963C Chrome  £25.00

Wall mounted

Chrome

Shower hose smooth 1.75m
SH964C  £31.00

Shower hose 
Available in 6 width and  length variations

8mm x 1.5m Chrome  
SH974C   £16.00

8mm x 2.0m Chrome  
SH775C   £18.00

13mm x 1.5m Chrome  
SH970C   £16.00

13mm x 2.0m Chrome  
SH972C   £16.00

13mm x 1.25m Chrome  
SH969C   £16.00

13mm x 1.75m Chrome  
SH971C   £16.00

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

2500 DIVERTER VALVE

A remarkably sleek valve that cleverly operates 3 
outlets from a single diverter control instead of two. It 
can operate a bath with an overhead shower and 
handset, or a luxurious three-shower outlet such as a 
wall handset and a dual functioning overhead shower.

A. Water control 
with diverter for three 
separate outlets

B. Temperature
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SHOWER HANDSETS
Handsets are the perfect solution to accommodate a separate handset in the shower. A designer touch,  
choose from the modern slim line designs feature cubist forms or curvaceous lines to complement your  
existing brassware wall outlet in round or square design to match your other bathroom brassware.

OUTLETS
Minimal and ingenious design, the solid brass wall outlets offer high performance for shower kit hoses.

SHOWER HANDSETS
A choice of styles featuring varying spray patterns.

Square wall outlet 
WL952C  £48.00

Chrome

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Designer golf wall outlet 
WL953C  £26.00

Chrome

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Standard wall outlet 
WL951C  £16.00

Chrome

Wall mounted

Water pressure: LP

Solo shower head with 
single spray pattern  
SH610C  £26.00

Solo shower head with 
three spray patterns  
SH615C  £55.00

Wisp shower head with 
single spray pattern  
SH620C  £26.00

Wisp shower head with 
three spray patterns  
LP  SH625C  £55.00
HP  SH605C  £55.00

Ethos single mode handset 
with easy clean head HP1 
SH630C  £30.00

Ethos 3 mode handset with 
easy clean head HP1 
SH635C  £60.00
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RECESSED VALVES

FOR A MINIMAL LOOK

With the largest range of horizontal and vertical recessed valves, the collection 
remains unsurpassed choice and quality. Using thermostatic valve technology, 
you can be assured they’re safe and easy to operate. 

Recessed for streamlined appearance

Vertical and horizontal options

Multi control functions

Ceramic disc control for smoother operation

Precise thermostatic control, maintaining selected temperature to within +/- 1.5°C

Only 75mm deep wall recess required

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Chrome brass face plates –that fit over uneven/bumpy tiled surfaces

Fully serviceable from the front

Ideal for use with fixed showerheads, body jets or shower kits with wall outlet

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware, see below

Finished with high quality chrome plating

15 year guarantee

WRAS and TMV2 approved

Design
pg 110

Svelte
pg 87

Kai Lever
pg 46

Alvero
pg 124

Totti
pg 131

Logic
pg 139

Wisp
pg 82

Water 
Square
pg 38

Modest
pg 77

Essence
pg 32

Love Me
pg 74

Elite
pg 65

HEAD OPTIONS FOR RECESSED VALVES

For an entirely coordinated bathroom scheme, select matching valves to complement your brassware or simply choose according to your style.

CHOOSE THE IDEAL VALVE FOR THE PERFECT SHOWER

SHOWER VALVES
Crosswater has an unrivalled collection of shower valves to provide you with the ultimate in performance. 
Choose a highly efficient multi outlet experience or an versatile yet simple, single shower outlet. Whichever 
your preference, all designs are brilliantly engineered to suit British plumbing systems.

1000RC 1500RC/1600RC 3000RC/3001RC2000RC/2001RCApproved to TMV2

MARK OF APPROVAL

A simple way to check you have a genuine Crosswater 
approved valve is to look for the conformity code that’s 
marked to ensure its compliance with TMV2.

Central
pg 54

Inlet adapter for recessed valve
AD1500FA1  £38.50
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EXPOSED VALVES

PERFECT ACCOMPANIMENT 
FOR SHOWER KITS

Featuring precisely controlled water temperature levels 
and immediate response to changing the water flow, 
these valves are ideal for the family. 

Ideal for use with shower kits

Fail-safe thermostatic control, maintaining selected 
temperature to within +/- 1.5°C

Shower only or bath/shower mixer options

Ceramic disc control for smoother operation

Cool Touch technology

Temperature control has a built-in safety stop at 40°C 
with manual override for a safer shower

Timeless round or contemporary square designs

Simple to install

15 year guarantee

WRAS approved*

 
*EV1252RC only 

MULTIFUNCTION VALVES

THE ALL IN ONE 
COMPLETE SHOWERING 
EXPERIENCE

Simple to install, multifunctional valves offer a 
fabulous overhead showering experience that 
incorporates a versatile handset for hair washing or 
for smaller children to use. 

Fail-safe thermostatic control, maintaining selected 
temperature to within +/- 1.5°C

Integral shower head and handsets

Ceramic disc control for smoother operation

Quick transfer from hand set to overhead shower

Cool Touch technology

Temperature control has a built-in safety stop at 
40°C with manual override for a safer shower

Timeless round or contemporary square designs

Simple to install

15 year guarantee
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The best flow and temperature for a single fixed showerhead  
or shower rail using a wall outlet. 

Water pressure: Single outlet works from 0.2 bar upwards 

Temperature and water flow controlled independently

Suitable for all hot water systems, including gravity fed (0.2 bar minimum) and high 
pressure (5.0 bar maximum)

Temperature control mechanism has a temperature limit stop which can be  
preset at any temperature

Temperature handle has a built-in safety stop at 42°C with an automatic safety 
shutdown should the hot or cold water supply fail

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Panel dimension w 120 x h 215mm

1000 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

The market’s favoured two outlet valves. Ideal for a fixed head and 
shower rail, or shower head and bath filler. 

Two outlet valve with diverter to switch between two different shower or bath functions

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Portrait (1500 - shown right) and landscape (1501 - shown below) options

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Only 75mm wall depth required

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Fully serviceable from the front

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Panel dimension w 120 x h 215mm  / w 215 x h 120mm

1500/1501 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

RECESSED VALVES

A. Water flow to single outlet

B. Temperature

A. Water control with diverter 
for two separate outlets

B. Temperature
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This modern, multifunctional design allows you to switch effortlessly 
from bath filling to overhead or wall mounted shower. 

Bath spout with integrated diverter for overhead or wall mounted shower

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Panel dimension w 120 x h 275mm

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

1600 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

Our new and luxurious fully integrated two outlet valves can be 
smartly operated for bath filling with a handset, or double showering 
with an overhead shower and handset. 

Two outlet valve with diverter to switch between bath and shower or two shower outlets

Landscape only

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

Choice of styles

Panel dimension w 275 x h 120mm

1701 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

RECESSED VALVES

A. Water control with diverter 
for two separate outlets

B. Temperature

A. Water control with diverter 
for two separate outlets

B. Temperature
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RECESSED VALVES

This classic valve features three flow controls and allows you to use 
two outlets separately or at the same time. Operate a bath with 
shower, or with two shower outlets. 
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers

 
Two outlet valve with diverter to switch between two different shower or bath functions

Water pressure: Works from 0.5 bar upwards 

Portrait (2000 - shown right) and landscape (2001 - shown below) options

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

Only 75mm wall depth required

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Panel dimension w 120 x h 275mm / w 275 x h 120mm

2000/2001 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

Probably the first concealed multi-outlet valve to feature an integral 
double check valve, negating the need to fit a separate DCV in the 
plumbing system – saving fitting time and cost. This innovative 
advancement in valve technology makes the 2500 model the very 
best valve to install with a bath overflow filler that requires a DCV,  
with overhead and hand shower fixtures. 
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers

 
Three outlet valve with single diverter to switch between three different shower or 
bath functions

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Portrait only

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Available for Kai Lever, Svelte, Watersquare and Central

Panel dimension w 120 x h 215mm

2500 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

B. Temperature

A. Water control with diverter for 
three separate outlets

A. Water flow to single outlet

C. Water flow to single outlet  
(separate or simultaneous use)

B. Temperature
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RECESSED VALVES

A high performance two control valve with a three-way diverter. It 
runs a single shower or bath outlet or for premium showering, switch 
to run two outlets at once. The perfect option for a bath with 
overhead shower and handset or a luxurious dual shower set up. 
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers

 
Three outlet valve with diverter to switch between 2 separate outlets or different 
shower or bath functions

Water pressure: HP3, 3 bar

Portrait (3000 - shown right) and landscape (3001 - shown below) options

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Panel dimension w 120 x h 275mm / w 275 x h 120mm

3000/3001 THERMOSTATIC  VALVE

An elite and innovative design that’s ideal for superior duo showering 
installations, run four outlets at once from the same valve. Use for 
two overhead showers and two handsets, or a two outlet 
showerhead, such as Revive, and body jets. 
Perfect for Glide and Revive overhead showers 

Four independent flow controls with a single temperature control

Water pressure: HP3, 3 bar

Portrait (4000 - shown right) and landscape (4001 - shown below) options

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

Only available for Kai Lever and Central ranges

Panel dimension w 170 x h 480 mm  / w 480 x h 170mm

4000/4001 THERMOSTATIC VALVE

A-D. Water flow to single outlet  
(separate or simultaneous use)

A. Water control with diverter for 
two separate outlets

C. Water flow to single outlet  
(separate or simultaneous use)

B. Temperature

E. Temperature
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RECESSED VALVES

One of the smallest thermostatic valves presented, its neat and 
discreet design continues to deliver prestigious showering 
performance. 10 Mini has been designed to work smoothly with a 
single overhead shower or a shower kit with a wall outlet.  

Independent temperature and flow control

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction 

Fully serviceable from the front

Only 45mm wall depth required

Wide choice of head options designed to match your brassware

10 MINI THERMOSTATIC VALVE

The most economical way to introduce a shower outlet over a bath, 
the 0004 manual valve is extremely versatile and simple to install 
with an overhead shower or shower kit.  

Non-thermostatic

Simple lever operation for flow and temperature

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

0004 MANUAL VALVE 
(NON-THERMOSTATIC)

Design
pg 110

Kai Lever
pg 46

Alvero
pg 124

Totti
pg 131

HEAD OPTIONS
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RECESSED VALVES

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

DIGITAL SHOWERING

For a revolutionary experience in digital showering, Elite combines luxury, 
convenience and innovation. Using just the one wheel control, you can set the 
perfect shower and bath settings for each family member for a completely 
bespoke showering experience. This control can switch between outlets in many 
combinations within your bathroom including the main shower, handsets and 
your bath. The visual display makes programming Elite easy to use, whilst the 
App facility allows you to control the system from anywhere in your home.

The ideal solution for those updating their shower and bath on a 
budget, this sleek valve with a high performance diverter doesn’t 
compromise on style or function. Operate a bath with shower or a 
showering area with two outlets.  

Simple lever operation for flow and temperature

Water pressure: HP1, 1 bar

Ceramic disc control for smooth action and no drips

100% solid brass construction and trim set

Fully serviceable from the front

PRE PROGRAMMED SETTINGS
This innovative control system can be preset to run your exact flow and 
temperature requirements for the bath and shower temperature settings 
for up to three family members.

0005 MANUAL VALVE WITH DIVERTER
(NON-THERMOSTATIC)

Temperature Flow Rate Three-way Diverter
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TAP COLLECTION THERMOSTATIC VALVES

1000
PORTRAIT
1 OUTLET

2 CONTROL

1500
PORTRAIT
2 OUTLET

2 CONTROL

1501
LANDSCAPE

2 OUTLET
2 CONTROL

1600
PORTRAIT
2 OUTLET

2 CONTROL

1701
LANDSCAPE

2 OUTLET
2 CONTROL

2000
PORTRAIT
2 OUTLET

3 CONTROL

2001
LANDSCAPE

2 OUTLET
3 CONTROL

ACUTE

ALVERO W W W W W W W

BELGRAVIA CROSSHEAD W W W W

BELGRAVIA LEVER W W W

CENTRAL W W W W W W

DESIGN W W W W W

EDGE

ELITE W W W W

ESSENCE W W W W

ETHOS

GLIDE W W W W W

KAI LEVER W W W W W W W

LOGIC W W W W W

LOVE ME W W W W W

MIKE PRO W W W W

MODEST W W W W

SOLO

STATUS

SVELTE W W W W W W

TEMPO

TOTTI W W W W W W W

TRIO

WATER SQUARE W W W W W W

WISP W W W W

ZEST

ZEYA W W W W W

SHOWER VALVE RANGES
Discover the compatibility of each of our shower valve ranges and tap collections to ensure that your choice 
is safe and easy to operate, providing you with the ultimate in performance.
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THERMOSTATIC VALVES MANUAL VALVES

2500
PORTRAIT
3 OUTLET

2 CONTROL

3000
PORTRAIT
3 OUTLET

3 CONTROL

3001
LANDSCAPE

3 OUTLET
3 CONTROL

4000
PORTRAIT
4 OUTLET

4 CONTROL

4001
LANDSCAPE

4 OUTLET
4 CONTROL

10 MINI
1 OUTLET

1 CONTROL

0004
1 OUTLET

1 CONTROL

0005
2 OUTLET

1 CONTROL

0006
3 OUTLET

1 CONTROL

W W

W W W

W W W

W W

W W W W

W W W W W

W

W W

W W

W W

W W

W W W W W W W

W W

W W W W

W W

W W W W

W W

W

W W W

W W

W W W W

W W

W W W W W

W W W

W W

W W

SHOWER VALVE RANGES
Discover the compatibility of each of our shower valve ranges and tap collections to ensure that your choice 
is safe and easy to operate, providing you with the ultimate in performance.
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CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

THE BENEFITS OF A CROSSWATER 
THERMOSTATIC VALVE

A thermostatic mixer valve offers three key benefits:  
user safety, ease of use and economy.

Safety 
Once you have selected your preferred water temperature it will remain 
unchanging for the duration of your shower, so there’s no risk of scalding from a 
sudden temperature increase and no surprising shocks should the temperature 
plummet. The Touch Safe range features enhanced technology ensuring the 
outer surface of the valve is never too hot to touch.

Ease of Use 
The thermostatic mixers (single or multiple outlet), will maintain their pre-set 
water temperature, so whether you switch from one water outlet to another, or 
turn off the water to shampoo your hair, the thermostat will automatically find the 
exact same pre-set temperature when you re-commence your shower, allowing 
you to relax and enjoy the ultimate shower.

Economy 
By installing a Crosswater thermostatic mixer you can start to save water and 
energy from the first day of use. Thanks to the superior shower technology and 
operation efficiency, a Crosswater thermostatic shower mixer will pay for itself 
over a short period of time. 

VALVE TECHNOLOGY
Endurance, quality, economy and safety lay at the core of every Crosswater thermostatic shower valve. Vernet CA43 is the world’s leading 
thermostatic cartridge to ensure these qualities by providing smooth and precise control over the water temperature, time and time again.

ENDURANCE

The key element of the valve technology is the ingenious thermo-brain feature. The 
highly accurate mechanical movement cleverly ensures that a consistent temperature 
is maintained, even when other outlets, such as the kitchen tap, is in use. 

QUALITY 

In accordance with British Standard NHS D08, the Vernet CA43 cartridge provides 
the best temperature regulation and safety measures possible. The thermostatic mixer 
valve blends the hot and cold water together and reacts instantly to any changes in 
the water pressure. For example, when a WC is flushed, the cartridge ensures that the 
temperature is maintained to +/- 1°C.  The high quality materials used for this thermo-
brain greatly minimise potential limescale on working parts, which enables an 
extended lifetime and performance of the valve.

PEACE OF MIND

Vernet cartridges are designed and produced to fully conform to the requirements of 
TMV2 and 3, thus providing users of all ages with the peace of mind that water flow 
and temperature are consistently provided. Each valve is marked to demonstrate 
compliance. The anti-scald function is individually checked on each cartridge prior to 
leaving the factory.

CERAMIC DISC CARTRIDGES

The basis for all high quality shower valves is the performance of the turning parts 
even after it has been used thousands of times. All of our thermostatic shower valves 
use Flühs ceramic disc technology - the leading innovator, producer and supplier in 
the world of water supply products.

Silky smooth operation and water control are characteristic of Flühs products. All raw 
materials are highly resistant to acid and alkali solutions prevalent in a bathroom (soap, 
shampoo etc). The ceramic discs themselves provide the very best operation and are 
highly reliable, even when you have wet and soapy hands. The strength of the ceramic 
discs is extremely durable to prevent the usual wear and tear, even after years of 
prolonged use.
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EXPOSED THERMOSTATIC VALVES
Sleek in style with high performance, Crosswater’s exposed thermostatic shower mixers are simple  
to operate and look fabulous in any bathroom. Supplied as standard with built in safety controls, we  
have developed an easy-to-use installation kit for convenient fitting. 

FEATURES 

Suitable for all hot water supply systems from 0.5 bar pressure

Solid brass construction

Separate flow and temperature controls

¾” outlet and inlet 

Facility to set your preferred temperature and leave for the next  
time you use the valve 

Temperature handle has a built-in safety stop at 38°C with  
manual override button

Ceramic disc control for smooth turning action and no drips

Complete with wall unions for installation

15 year guarantee

Optional Neoperl ® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8 or  
6 litres per minute

Multifunctional valves can be quickly and easily installed with all water-
running elements mounted on the wall exterior to free up valuable basin top 
space and allow the valves to be maintained or upgraded with ease. 

Perfect for use with any Crosswater shower kit

Kai thermostatic shower valve 
EV1210EC  £135.00

Water pressure:  HP1

Central thermostatic shower valve 
EV1215EC  £129.00

Water pressure:  MP

Arctic thermostatic shower valve 
EV1255EC  £225.00

Water pressure:  MP

Chrome and white

Square thermostatic shower valve 
EV1254EC  £205.00

Water pressure:  MP

NEW NEW

NEW

Kai thermostatic shower valve
EV1252EC  £164.00

Water pressure:  MP 

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Exposed valve wall 
mounting bracket 
Highly recommended for 
quick and easy installation
EV1205WB  £26.00
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CREATE YOUR 
PERFECT SHOWER 
LAYOUT WITH ONE 
OF OUR GREAT 
SHOWER KITS,  
SEE PAGE 246
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EXPOSED THERMOSTATIC 
BATH/SHOWER VALVES
Featuring all the technological advancements of our exposed shower valves, our bath/shower  
mixers add a new dimension to standard bath filler designs. The valves feature a quick reaction  
diverter to conveniently alter the flow between the bath and shower for a safe bathing experience.

BATH /SHOWER VALVES

NEW DESIGN FEATURING  
TOUCH-SAFE TECHNOLOGY

The perfect fusion of style and function, the new and innovative Arctic 
bath shower mixer with touch-safe technology offers a modern solution 
with its striking chrome and white finish. This beautifully styled 
multifunction mixer features a slimline handset for convenient hair 
washing and showering. Streamlined in appearance, its extra wide bath 
spout delivers water quickly with an impressive waterfall effect. The 
push controls are flush to the body of the design, making its aesthetics 
sleeker and also easier to clean.

FEATURES
 
Suitable for all hot water supply systems from 0.5 bar pressure

¾” outlet and inlet 

Separate flow and temperature controls

Facility to set your preferred temperature and leave for the next time you use 
the valve 

Temperature handle has a built-in safety stop at 38°C with manual override 
for a safer shower  

Automatic safety shutdown should the hot or cold water supply fail

Ceramic disc control for smooth turning action and no drips

Complete with wall unions for installation

15 year guarantee

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8 or 6 litres 
per minute

Perfect for use with any Crosswater shower kit

Kai thermostatic bath shower mixer 
EV1211EC  £155.00

Water pressure:  HP1

 
Option Bath legs 
AA001DC  £22.00

Kai thermostatic bath shower mixer
EV1253EC  £185.00

Water pressure:  MP

WRAS Approved to TMV2

Arctic thermostatic bath shower mixer
EV1256EC  £395.00

Cool touch valve body reduces risk of burning

Chrome and white

Central Thermostatic Bath Shower Mixer 
EV1214EC  £185.00

Water pressure:  MP

TOUCH SAFE
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THE VERY LATEST FOR 
PERFECT SHOWERING 
IN THE BATH

Exposed valve wall 
mounting bracket 
Highly recommended for 
quick and easy installation
EV1205WB  £26.00
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FEATURES
 
 
Suitable for all hot water supply systems from 0.5 bar pressure

Solid brass construction

Separate flow and temperature controls

¾” outlet and inlet 

Finished with high quality chrome plating

Facility to set your preferred temperature and leave for the next time you use the valve 

Temperature handle has a built-in safety stop at 38°C with manual override for 
a safer shower  

Automatic safety shutdown should the hot or cold water supply fail

Ceramic disc control for smooth turning action and no drips

Complete with wall unions for installation

15 year guarantee

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8 or 6 litres 
per minute

Maximum external valve body heat transfer, is equal to the mixed working 
temperature of the hot and cold under normal installation conditions. 

Touch-Safe thermostatic shower valve 
Water pressure: 0.5 bar 
EV1250EC  £169.00

Touch-Safe thermostatic bath shower mixer 
Water pressure: 1.0 bar  
EV1251EC  £190.00

EXPOSED THERMOSTATIC VALVES

TOUCH-SAFE
The touch-safe thermostatic bath mixer and shower valve have been designed with smart safety features  
that minimise the risk of burning. The functional, unique designs feature a rapid reaction time to water  
pressure fluctuation and limited heat transfer, making the touch-safe valves a safer option for the home. 

Exposed valve wall mounting bracket 
Highly recommended for quick and easy installation
EV1205WB  £26.00

PERFECT MATCH

SHOWER KITS

Our shower kits offer the best combination of 
quality, safety and performance to create your 
preferred combination of style, pattern and flow. 
A variety of spray patterns to suit individual needs 
with simple height adjustment for showerheads, 
means that the entire family enjoys their perfect 
shower everyday, see page 246.
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THE VALVE BODY IS 
COOL TO THE TOUCH 
AT ALL TIMES TO 
ENSURE SAFER USE AND 
PREVENT BURNING
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CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

ECO & INSTALL FRIENDLY

Speeding up the process of getting water to your desired temperature quickly means lower energy consumption, 
reduced heating bills and carbon dioxide emissions. Reducing water usage is important to us all so the innovative 
water delivery of our valves means you get maximum performance with less water. Multi-function valves are quickly 
and easily installed. All water-carrying elements are installed on front of a wall; they so they can be can be simply 
maintained or upgraded at any time without the need to get inside walls. 

FEATURES
 
 
Fail-safe thermostatic control, maintaining selected temperature to within 
+/- 1.5°C

Water pressure: 1bar minimum

Integral shower head and handsets

Smooth height adjustable directional hand sets

Ceramic disc control for smoother operation

Quick transfer of water from hand set to overhead shower

Automatic safety shutdown should the hot or cold water supply fail

Flow control with integral diverter

Touch Safe technology 

Temperature control has a built-in safety stop at 38°C with manual override 
for a safer shower

Water Save button reduces water consumption, with manual override 

Simple to install

15 year guarantee

Optional Neoperl® flow regulators to limit shower output to 8 or 6 litres 
per minute

Shower head features

Ball joint adjustable angle fixed head

Smooth slide up and down hand set

Intelligent water distribution

Full height handset adjustment

1500mm hose

Grey or chrome faced head

Wipe clean nozzles

THE ALL-IN-ONE COMPLETE SHOWERING EXPERIENCE

MULTIFUNCTION VALVES
The all-in-one complete showering experience, multifunctional valves offer a host of fabulously advanced  
design features and incorporate a versatile handset, overhead shower and valve in one single product.  
With magnificent styling, an unbeatable directional showering performance, thermostatic control and  
excellent eco benefits, our superior range is not only smart and modish but also incredibly easy to use. 

Exposed valve wall 
mounting bracket 
Highly recommended for 
quick and easy installation
EV1205WB  £26.00
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MULTIFUNCTION VALVES

Design multifunction thermostatic shower valve  
with fixed head and single mode shower kit 
RM530WC  £419.00

Water pressure:  HP1

Valve to head height: 920mm

Round fixed head Ø200mm

Handset
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MULTIFUNCTION VALVES

Square multifunction thermostatic shower valve 
with riser, fixed head and square pencil shower kit 
SQ525WC  £845.00

Water pressure: HP1

Height adjustable rail

Valve to head height: 780-1380mm

Extra-large rectangular fixed head w 360 x h 240mm

Handset

NEW
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Arctic chrome and white multifunction  
thermostatic shower valve with riser, fixed  
head and pencil shower kit 
RM600WC  £575.00

Water pressure: HP1

Valve to head height: 1055mm

Round fixed head Ø255mm

Square multifunction thermostatic shower valve 
with riser, fixed head and square pencil shower kit 
SQ522WC  £635.00

Water pressure: HP2

Valve to head height: 942mm

Square fixed head 200x200mm

Design multifunction thermostatic shower valve  
with riser, fixed head and kit 
RM525WC  £899.00

Water pressure: HP2

Valve to head height: 944mm

Round fixed head Ø280mm

Fixed head Handset

MULTIFUNCTION VALVES
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Ethos Multi-function thermostatic shower valve with 
fixed head and single mode hand set 
RM610WC  £735.00

Water pressure: HP1

Round Fixed Head Ø 200mm

MULTIFUNCTION VALVES
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MULTIFUNCTION VALVES

CROSSWATER  
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

TOUCH SAFE VALVES

The thermostatic mixer designed to reduce the risk of burning. 
With rapid reaction time to water pressure fluctuation and limited 
heat transfer due to a unique design, the touch-safe valve offers a 
safer option in the home, see page 286.

Curve cool touch multifunction thermostatic shower 
valve with fixed head and single mode shower kit 
RM553WC  £525.00

Cool touch valve body reduces risk of burning

Water pressure: HP1

Valve to head height: 1045mm

Round fixed head Ø200mm

Fixed head Handset

TOUCH SAFE
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Central cool touch multifunction thermostatic 
shower valve with fixed head and single mode 
shower kit 
RM554WC  £629.00

Cool touch valve body reduces risk of burning

Water pressure: HP1

Valve to head height: 1052mm

Luxury size round fixed head Ø254mm

Elite cool touch multifunction thermostatic shower 
valve with waterfall fixed head and single mode 
shower kit
RM555WC  £1055.00

Cool touch valve body reduces risk of burning

2 mode fixed head – rain spray and waterfall

Water pressure: HP2

Valve to head height: 1120mm

Luxury size round fixed head Ø254mm extra-long reach

Signature cool touch multifunction thermostatic 
shower valve with waterfall fixed head and single 
mode shower kit 
RM556WC  £1149.00

Cool touch valve body reduces risk of burning

2 mode fixed head – rain spray and waterfall

Water pressure: HP2

Valve to head height: 1125mm

Luxury size fixed head w 360 x h 240mm extra-long 
reach and width

MULTIFUNCTION VALVES

TOUCH SAFE TOUCH SAFE TOUCH SAFE
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FEATURES 

Complete with waste drain

Wipe clean nozzles, chrome face plate

Deck mounted only 

Water pressure: 0.5 bar 

Use with Crosswater bath fillers 

CONNECTS 
TO THE MAIN 
WASTE OUTLET

BATH HANDSETS

FOLLOW ME
A unique design that’s fitted on to the bath surround achieves not only great looks but superior function 
and reliability too. This innovative design collects any water that runs down the handset and cleverly 
drains it directly into the bath waste.

Follow Me Round shower  
handset and hose 
SK812C Chrome  £265.00 
PRO812V Brushed Stainless Steel 
Effect  £349.00

Follow Me Square shower  
handset and hose 
SK822C  £265.00

Square shower handset bracket 
WB962C  £25.00

Wall mounted

Chrome

Designer shower handset bracket 
WB963C  £25.00

Wall mounted

Chrome
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EXPOSED VALVES 
PERFECT FOR 
SHOWER KITS 
& OVER A BATH

The perfect counterpart to Follow Me  
Blending sleek, contemporary lines with 
functionality, these deck mounted diverter 
valves offer a genuinely smart looking 
solution that diverts water from the bath filler 
to the shower handset.
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Spa body jet  
RB751C  £31.00

Minimum Water pressure: HP1

Adjustable head

Body jet 
RB753C  £41.00

Minimum Water pressure: HP1

Adjustable head

Body jet 
RB752C  £41.00

Minimum Water pressure: HP1

Adjustable head

CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

4 WAY VALVES

Four-way outlets have been created to be distinctly intuitive to operate 
with practical considerations. Ergonomically designed, style hasn’t 
been compromised on function with sleek, high quality finishes in 
portrait and horizontal panel designs with a choice of recessed and 
wall mounted options.

BODY JETS
Enjoy a spa style massaging shower at home with the wide selection of affordable jets that can be fitted 
in any position to suit you. With easily adjustable angle and flow directions, the soothing jets will ensure 
you feel refreshed everyday. Enhance your showering experience with 3 or 4 outlets to awaken your 
senses and undertake an enjoyable and thorough overhead and body shower, see page 274.
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FEATURES
 
 
3 in 1 inlet, outlet and overflow function

Water pressure: 0.5bar minimum

Smooth and simple cable waste 
operation, or Click Clack waste, simply 
press with your foot

Flexible overflow for easier installation and 
fitting inside odd bath shapes

Various styles of visible waste and 
overflow fitting

Ideal for shower and bath combinations

Slim line 30mm projection

Requires bath panel valves, recessed 
shower valve or deck mounted diverter.

IDEAL FOR
FILLING A BATH WITHOUT  
AN EXTERNAL BATH FILLER

Bath click clack waste with filler 
BFW0301C  £165.00 
 
extended waste 90cm 
BFW0302C  £175.00

BATH FILLER WASTES
If you desire the latest look while striving to de-clutter and achieve an uncomplicated scheme, the range of bath  
fillers are the ideal finishing solution to help you to streamline your bathroom. If you’re looking to update the  
interior, simply replace your conventional bath spout or deck filler that can be quickly and easily installed.
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CROSSWATER IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

PANEL VALVES

Blending sleek, contemporary lines with functionality, 
the wide range of panel valves offer a genuinely 
smart looking solution that diverts water from the 
bath filler to the shower handset. Employing first class 
technology with features such as thermostatic control 
and single to four outlet valves, they’re stylish looks 
perfectly coordinate with basin and bath mixers.

Bath pop-up-waste with filler 
BFW0341C  £155.00 
 
extended waste 90cm 
BFW0342C  £165.00

Bath filler with click clack waste 
BFW0168C  £195.00 
 
extended waste 100cm 
BFW0169C  £205.00

VS
SLIMLINE

VS
SLIMLINE SLIMLINE

VS

Bath filler with pop-up-waste 
BFW0158C  £185.00 
 
extended waste 100cm 
BFW0159C  £195.00

VS
SLIMLINE

VS
SLIMLINE SLIMLINE

VS

Mike Pro bath filler with click clack waste 
PRO0351C Chrome  £199.00
PRO0351V Brushed Stainless Steel  
Effect  £299.00

VS
SLIMLINE

VS
SLIMLINE SLIMLINE

VS

BATH FILLER WASTES
If you desire the latest look while striving to de-clutter and achieve an uncomplicated scheme, the range of bath  
fillers are the ideal finishing solution to help you to streamline your bathroom. If you’re looking to update the  
interior, simply replace your conventional bath spout or deck filler that can be quickly and easily installed.
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Svelte bath pop-up-waste with filler 
BFW0600C  £291.00 

Side Filling 

3 in 1 inlet, outlet and overflow function

Water pressure: 1.5bar minimum

Suitable for 52mm bath drain

Smooth and simple Bowden cable waste operation

Rigid overflow pipe that can be cut to length on site

Ultra flat overflow cover 

Low level under bath projection

Slim line 30mm projection

Wisp bath pop-up-waste with bottom filler 
BFW0700C  £408.00

In addition to standard features of Svelte side filling valve:

Near silent fill once water has covered bottom filler, half of 
standard bath filler

Separate inlet and drain

Complete with pipe interrupter guarantees waste does not 
back siphon into water supply

LUXURY BATH OVERFLOW FILLERS
New bath overflow technology.
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BATH WASTES

FEATURES
 
 
Tried and tested bath draining

Models for 52mm and 90mm bath  
waste outlets

Flexible overflow pipe for easy installation

All chrome finish for free standing baths

Bath pop-up-waste 
BTW0241C  £39.00 
 
Extended waste 90cm 
BTW0242C  £49.00

XT EXTENSION KITS
FOR BATHS

Bath fillers and wastes are supplied with dual 
length fixings for baths up to 9mm thick. 
Extension kits are available as detailed for bath 
thicknesses from 9mm to 34mm.
Only suitable for use with Crosswater bath wastes, 
not compatible with VS bath fillers and wastes.

*Made to order

Extension kit for bath filler*
with click clack waste
BFW0361  £52.00

Extension kit for bath pop ups*
BFW0362  £52.00

Extension kit for bath fillers*
with pop-up-waste
BFW0363  £52.00
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BATH WASTES

Bath click clack waste  
with overflow, exposed 
BTW0203C  £159.00 
 
Extended waste 90cm 
BTW0204C  £247.00

Bath click clack waste 
BTW0201C  £49.00 
 
Extended waste 90cm 
BTW0202C Chrome  £59.00
PRO0202V Brushed Stainless Steel 
Effect  £99.00

Bath waste with plug and  
chain, exposed 
BTW0222C Chrome  £133.00
BTW0222N Nickel  £133.00

Low-level bath pop-up-waste 
BTW0243C  £58.00 

Water drop bath waste 
BTW0245C  £42.00 
 
Extended waste 90cm 
BTW0246C  £53.00

Standard bath waste
with plug and chain
BTW0221C  £20.00
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S Trap waste
BTW0223C  £69.00

P Trap waste
BTW0225C  £64.00

Extension pipe for S & P Trap wastes
BTW0224C  £130.00

BASIN WASTES
A beautiful finishing touch, the bath and basin chrome traps and waste fittings are of high quality performance.
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BASIN WASTES
A beautiful finishing touch, the bath and basin chrome traps and waste fittings are of high quality performance.

Free flow waste
For basins without overflow
With back nut
BSW0131C  £31.00

Extended thread 100mm
BSW0133C  £41.00

Square click clack
Slotted for basins with overflow
BSW0152C  £58.00

Basin spacer
BSW0112C  £26.00

Basin click clack waste
Unslotted for basins without  
overflow
BSW0101C Chrome  £53.00
BSW0101N Nickel  £73.00
PRO0101V Brushed Stainless 
Steel Effect  £99.00

Extended thread 100mm
BSW0102C  £58.00

Square click clack
Unslotted for basins without  
overflow
BSW0151C  £58.00

UNSLOTTED WASTES

For wash basins without an overflow.

SLOTTED WASTES

For wash basins with an overflow.

Basin click clack waste
unslotted
BSW0260C  £48.00

Basin free flow waste
BSW0270C  £41.00

Lever pop-up-waste
BSW0111C  £20.00

Slotted flip top basin waste
BSW0141C  £20.00 

Unslotted flip top basin waste
BSW0142C  £20.00

Basin click clack waste
Slotted for basins with overflow
BSW0103C Chrome  £55.00
BSW0103N Nickel  £75.00
PRO0103V Brushed Stainless  
Steel Effect  £99.00

Extended thread 100mm
BSW0104C  £58.00

Whether you prefer a click clack or free flow design, our basin wastes can be fitted with ease into either slotted or 
un-slotted basin styles. Truly versatile with little maintenance, they will work with a variety of basin materials including 
thin ceramic, cast marble or glass. 

Basin waste
solid with plug
BSW0122C  £19.00
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FEATURES - ALL DOUCHES
 
 
Operating shut off trigger

Chrome finish

Wall bracket and hose included

Thermostatic and standard valve option

All douche kits should be connected to a shut-off or 
control valve, which should be closed when not in use.

DOUCHES
Safe and easy to use, the douche kits are the most hygienic washer mixer for bidets. Each kit contains 
a high quality trigger operated handset, shower hose and wall parking bracket.

Kai douche valve
SH940C   £319.00

Manual temperature control valve with bracket, hose  
and handset

Water pressure: LP - HP1 maximum

Kai douche handset ONLY
SH955C   £27.00
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CROSSWATER  
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

PERFECT FOR ALL 
BATHROOMS

Bidets are the epitome of European sophistication, 
hugely hygienic, practical and economical too. If you 
have the space, take heed from our designer cousins 
and choose from floor standing and wall mounted 
versions. There are also ergonomic douche valves 
available or a wide selection of bidet mixers to 
beautifully match basin and bath taps.

CROSSWATER  
IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU

STYLISH AND FUNCTIONAL

Create a fully functional mixed temperature douche kit in your bathroom by 
combining our thermostatic douche valve with the luxury douche shut off 
valve. The simple yet stylish design is the first of our douche valves to 
produce mixed temperature water for a more hygienic and practical 
bathroom environment.

DOUCHES
Safe and easy to use, the douche kits are the most hygienic washer mixer for bidets. Each kit contains 
a high quality trigger operated handset, shower hose and wall parking bracket.

Thermostatic douche valve  
with back plate 
SH949C  £155.00

Water pressure: LP 

To produce mixed temperature water

To be used with douche shut off valve 
and douche kit

Luxury douche kit
SH935C   £90.00

Chrome hose, handset and bracket

Water pressure: LP - HP1 maximum

Use in conjunction with douche valve

Luxury douche valve
SH941C   £85.00

Chrome hose

Water pressure: LP

Cold water only

Wall outlet with hose attachment and 
shut off valve
WL935C  £95.00

Water pressure: LP

Square wall outlet 
with handset holder
WL962C  £49.00

Golf wall outlet 
with handset holder
WL963C  £37.00
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WISP 312

ZEST 314

BELGRAVIA 316

MIKE PRO - CHROME 318

MIKE PRO - BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL 320

CENTRAL 322

ZEYA  324

SOLO 326

ACCESSORIES
Crosswater accessories provide a beautiful array of designs and styles in the smoothest chrome to add 
that finishing touch to any style from a contemporary en suite or cloakroom to a large traditional family 
bathroom. Attention to detail prevails in the design of each item to ensure they’re styled to perfection, 
whilst providing the ultimate in performance even in the hardest working bathroom. All Crosswater 
accessories are made of the finest materials to deal with the rigours of a damp, often humid bathroom. 
As a result, there’s a 10-year guarantee on all accessory ranges.
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ACCESSORIES WISP

Double wall holder
WP005C  £50.00

Chrome plated brass

Triple wall holder
WP007C  £60.00

Chrome plated brass

Single wall holder
WP003C  £35.00

Chrome plated brass

Soap dispenser
WP_DISP  £65.00

With pump

Frosted glass

Chrome plated brass

Soap holder 
WP_DISH  £15.00

Frosted glass

Tumbler
WP_TUMB  £15.00

Frosted glass
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FEATURES
 
A distinctly contemporary range of accessories 
that’s sure to bring salient style to any scheme 
whether it’s a quick update or part of a major 
refurbishment project.

With stunning cubist styling, Wisp is made from 
brass, zinc and a luxurious chrome plated finish. 
There are also intuitively designed double and 
triple accessory holders to suit multiple occupied 
bathrooms and individual needs.

ACCESSORIES WISP

Robe hook
WP021C  £10.00

Single

Chrome plated brass

Toilet brush holder
WP025C  £105.00

With glass, lid and brush

Removable fixing - Lift & CleanTM 

Chrome plated brass

Towel ring
WP013C  £75.00

Chrome plated brass

Toilet roll holder
WP029C  £55.00

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail double
WP028C  £210.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail single
WP023C  £145.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass
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ACCESSORIES ZEST

FEATURES

Designed to match the Central range

Adjustable heads

Recessed within wall for concealed 
installation

FEATURES
 
Innovative, elegant and of uncompromising quality, 
Zest accessories are noticeably good-looking and 
functionally superior too. Made from brass and zinc, 
there’s a wide choice of accessories for basin, toilet 
and showering areas.

All products feature an easy to clean chrome finish 
and the soap dispenser and tumblers aren’t fixed to 
the holders so you can  conveniently remove to use, 
refill of clean.
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ACCESSORIES ZEST

Soap holder
ZT005C  £55.00

Chrome plated brass

Tumbler holder
ZT003C  £45.00

With glass tumbler

Removable fixing - Lift & CleanTM 

Chrome plated brass

Single

Robe hook
ZT021C  £15.00

Single

Chrome plated brass

Toilet brush holder
ZT025C  £105.00

Chrome plated brass

Floor standing

Towel ring
ZT013C  £70.00

Chrome plated brass

Toilet roll holder
ZT029C  £60.00

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail double
ZT028C  £205.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail single
ZT023C  £140.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass

Soap dispenser
ZT011C  £85.00

Removable soap reservoir

Lift & CleanTM 

Chrome plated brass
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ACCESSORIES BELGRAVIA

Soap holder
BL005C  £45.00

With glass dish

Chrome plated brass

Tumbler holder
BL003C  £45.00

With glass tumbler

Chrome plated brass

Single

Soap dispenser
BL011C  £55.00

Wall mounted

With glass and pump

Chrome plated brass

Soap basket
BL044C  £70.00

Chrome plated brass

Towel ring
BL013C  £50.00

Chrome plated brass

Toilet roll holder
BL029C  £35.00

Chrome plated brass
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ACCESSORIES BELGRAVIA

Robe hook
BL021C  £25.00

Single

Chrome plated brass

Robe hook
BL022C  £30.00

Double

Chrome plated brass

Toilet brush holder
BL025C  £75.00

With glass and brush

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail double
BL028C  £125.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail single
BL023C  £75.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass

FEATURES
 
A truly classical selection of accessories specially 
created to complement the Belgravia brassware 
collection. Featuring luxurious detailing and an 
element of splendour that captures the elegance 
from yesteryear, Belgravia is an authentic 
reproduction that’s true to the Victorian period. 

Manufactured from brass and zinc using the latest 
technology, Belgravia has a wide selection of 
accessories for the bath, basin, WC and showering 
areas. Finished in an elegant chrome plated finish, the 
designs in this range are truly timeless classics.

See pages 146 - 211 for Belgravia brassware
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ACCESSORIES MIKE PRO CHROME

FEATURES
 
Inspired by cutting edge hotel designs that combine 
the very highest levels of workmanship with durable 
quality, which takes bathroom styling to a new level. 
The restrained elegance and smooth finish of these 
designs, gives the collection a lightness and beauty 
that bares the signature of all great product design. 

These accessories enrich and coordinate beautifully 
with several of Crosswater’s brassware ranges, 
particularly the Mike Pro washbasin. The brilliant 
chrome plated finish translates the high standards of 
quality seen across these fittings. The genuine crystal 
soap dish, dispensers and tumblers are made from 
luxury quality glass and can be removed from the 
fixtures to conveniently use, refill or simply clean.
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ACCESSORIES MIKE PRO CHROME

Soap holder
PRO005C  £29.00

With round glass dish

Chrome plated brass

Tumbler holder
PRO003C  £29.00

With glass tumbler

Chrome plated brass

Single

Robe hook
PRO021C  £19.00

Single

Chrome plated brass

Toilet brush holder
PRO025C  £79.00

Wall mounted

Removable fixing - Lift & CleanTM 

Chrome plated brass

Towel ring
PRO013C  £49.00

Chrome plated brass

Toilet roll holder
PRO029C  £39.00

Chrome plated brass

Grab bar straight
PRO036C  £59.00

Chrome plated brass

Towel rail single
PRO023C  £69.00

600mm

Chrome plated brass

Soap dispenser
PRO011C  £69.00

Wall mounted

Removable soap reservoir

Lift & CleanTM 

Chrome plated brass
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ACCESSORIES MIKE PRO BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL

FEATURES
 
Channel urban chic into any bathroom from city 
penthouse to a rural pied-a-terre, with Mike Pro 
Brushed Stainless Steel for a sophisticated look. 
Harmonise and streamline the scheme by choosing 
the matching taps and shower fittings available in 
this range. 

Perfect for busy family bathrooms with a premium 
finish that makes small fingerprints less noticeable. 
There’s plenty to choose from with numerous 
combinations of wall mounted basin accessories 
and shower and bath solutions to suit all individual 
needs. The genuine crystal soap dish, dispensers and 
tumblers are made from luxury quality glass and can 
be removed from the fixtures to conveniently use, 
refill or simply clean.
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Soap holder
PRO005V  £39.00

With round glass dish

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Tumbler holder
PRO003V  £39.00

With glass tumbler

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Single

Robe hook
PRO021V  £29.00

Single

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Toilet brush holder
PRO025V  £89.00

Wall mounted

Removable fixing - Lift & CleanTM 

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Towel ring
PRO013V  £59.00

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Toilet roll holder
PRO029V  £49.00

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Soap dispenser
PRO011V  £79.00

Wall mounted

Removable soap reservoir

Lift & CleanTM 

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

ACCESSORIES MIKE PRO BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL

Grab bar straight
PRO036V  £69.00

Brushed Stainless Steel effect

Towel rail single
PRO023V  £79.00

600mm

Brushed Stainless Steel effect
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ACCESSORIES CENTRAL

Soap dispenser 
CE011C  £41.00

Ceramic

Tumbler holder
CE003C  £31.00

Ceramic

Single

Robe hook
CE022C  £31.00

Double

Soap holder 
CE005C  £31.00

Ceramic

Toilet roll holder
CE029C  £31.00

Towel ring
CE013C  £31.00
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ACCESSORIES CENTRAL

Towel rail 2 tier
CE026C  £101.00

580mm

Toilet brush holder
CE025C  £52.00

Ceramic

Towel rail double
CE028C  £69.00

660mm

Towel rail small
CE023C  £42.00

550mm

FEATURES
 
A pivotal range of accessories to complete the look 
in a stunning bathroom scheme, Central is purist in 
form with the versatility to complement a multitude of 
Crosswater’s bathroom collections. A contemporary 
range, that’s flexible enough to accommodate the 
most discerning modernist, Central offers several 
options to combine basin, WC, wall mounted 
shower adornments and bath solutions. 

Manufactured from solid brass with the finest chrome 
plated finish, the timeless style of these accessories 
will add an elegant highlight to any bathroom design.
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ACCESSORIES ZEYA

Soap dispenser
ZE011C  £41.00

Ceramic

Tumbler holder
ZE003C  £31.00

Ceramic

Single

Robe hook
ZE022C  £31.00

Double

Robe hook
ZE021C  £20.00

Single

Soap holder
ZE005C  £31.00

Ceramic

FEATURES
 
Combining innovation, refinement and 
uncompromising quality makes Zeya one of 
the most popular accessory collections. With 
its signature modern style, striking design and 
thoughtful functions, Zeya offers the highest 
level of quality that you can see and feel to 
its finest detail. The attractive hand polished 
chrome finish further exemplifies the beauty 
of this range. This is Crosswater’s largest 
collection of accessories that includes over 
basin towel storage and shelving options in 
addition to all the popular bathroom fittings, 
you’ll feel spoilt for choice! 
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ACCESSORIES ZEYA

Glass shelf with rail
ZE030C  £41.00

500mm

Glass shelf
ZE001C  £31.00

500mm

Toilet brush holder
ZE025C  £52.00

Ceramic

Towel rail small
ZE023C  £41.00

300mm

Towel rail single
ZE015C  £48.00

600mm

Towel rail 2 tier
ZE026C  £84.00

600mm

Toilet roll holder
ZE029C  £31.00

Towel rail
ZE013C  £31.00
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ACCESSORIES SOLO

Wire basket
AV13  £122.00

Single

With ceramic dispensers

Corner wire basket
AV14  £135.00

Double

With ceramic dispensers
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